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ABSTRACT
Aspects of the decay of stable frontal warm-core eddies in the deep ocean are investigated using a new
numerical layered ‘‘frontal’’ model that solves the nonlinear, reduced-gravity, shallow-water equations for a
horizontally inhomogeneous, viscous fluid on an f plane. After a discussion on aspects of the numerical techniques
implemented to allow for the eddy expansions and contractions at the sea surface, for the first time the capability
of a numerical model of reproducing the evolution of analytical nonstationary frontal vortices is explored. This
step is necessary, as far as different phenomena related to the dynamics of these oceanic features are to be
studied numerically. In fact the comparison between numerical and analytical inviscid solutions allows for a
quantification of the numerical dissipation affecting the simulated solutions. This dissipation is found to be very
small in this numerical model: The simulated lifetimes are larger than those of most of the frontal eddies observed
in the World Ocean. On this basis, the eddy decay due to interfacial (linear and quadratic) friction, harmonic
horizontal momentum diffusion, as well as linear ambient-water entrainment is investigated. It is found that
interfacial friction represents a much more efficient mechanism than horizontal diffusion and water entrainment
in inducing the eddy decay as well as in damping the eddy pulsations. It is thus suggested that internal wave
radiation due to vortex pulsation can represent a relevant mechanism for the dissipation of the vortex energy
in a stratified ambient ocean only episodically. Finally, a critical discussion about the appropriateness of the
different approximations assumed in the investigation is presented. In particular, the appropriateness of the
reduced-gravity assumption is discussed. Results are consistent with those obtained analytically in the frame of
the frontal-geostrophic theory: Although the effect of an active ambient layer on the vortex dynamics is found
to be virtually absent only for unrealistically large water depths, it appears that the reduced-gravity model
describes warm-core eddies acceptably for values of the ratio between maximum vortex thickness and total
water depth typical for Gulf Stream rings.
1. Introduction
Among the most energetic features characterizing the
mesoscale circulation in the near-surface ocean are fron-
tal, warm-core eddies. These anticyclonic vortices, which
are often characterized by a large stability (they have
been often observed to preserve their coherence for sev-
eral months or even years) consist of rotating masses of
anomalous (lighter than the ambient) water that, at the
sea surface, are separated from the surrounding water by
a closed frontal line. In the last three decades, owing
particularly to the advent of satellite oceanography, the
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existence of frontal, warm-core eddies was revealed in
all of the World Ocean, their most famous representatives
being perhaps the warm core rings released from Gulf
Stream meanders (Saunders 1971; Csanady 1979; Evans
et al. 1985; Joyce 1984). Typically these eddies are char-
acterized by almost circular surface areas, surface radii
of 2–4 times the internal Rossby radius of deformation,
maximum thicknesses of 300–600 m, and maximum hor-
izontal velocities of 1–2 m s21 (Saunders 1971; Andrews
and Scully-Power 1976; Joyce 1984). As frontal, warm-
core eddies may contribute substantially to the transport
of temperature, salt, and momentum, as well as chemical
and biological properties across frontal zones, they are
thought to exert a significant influence on the heat, en-
ergy, and ecological equilibrium of large oceanic regions
(Olson 1991). The large amount of existing observational
data showing aspects of the dynamics of frontal, warm-
core eddies finds its counterpart in a great number of
laboratory experiments and theoretical studies devoted at
understanding the general nature of this phenomenon
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FIG. 1. Section through the discrete integration domain (Arakawa
C grid) showing a schematic representation of the technique used in
our model for the numerical treatment of movable lateral boundaries.
Here h* denotes the provisional value calculated for the eddy thick-
ness and « the critical layer thickness.
(e.g., Csanady 1979; Nof and Simon 1987; Pavia and
Cushman-Roisin 1988; Rogers 1989; Olson 1991; Pavia
and Lopez 1994; Matsuura 1995; Cushman-Roisin and
Merchant-Both 1995; Rubino et al. 1998a; Ochoa et al.
1998; Esenkov and Cushman-Roisin 1999). One of the
most commonly used theoretical models for the study of
frontal, warm-core eddies consists in the nonlinear, re-
duced-gravity, shallow-water equations on an f plane
(Csanady 1979; Killworth 1983; Cushman-Roisin 1987;
Pavia and Cushman-Roisin 1988; Pavia and Lopez 1994;
Ochoa et al. 1998; Rubino et al. 1998a). As the degree
of realism that can be achieved by using these equations
is limited (they can, in fact, only describe the dynamics
of an upper layer lying on the top of an infinitely deep,
motionless ocean), they do not allow for important oce-
anic processes such as baroclinic instabilities, interactions
between eddy and barotropic or baroclinic currents or
features of the bottom topography or energy radiation via
internal wave emission. Nevertheless, by solving these
equations, many fundamental characteristics of the eddy
dynamics can be studied. Moreover, they admit analyt-
ical, nonstationary solutions that describe the temporal
and spatial evolution of a special class of frontal, warm-
core eddies (Cushman-Roisin 1987; Rogers 1989; Rubino
et al. 1998a). The fundamental representative of such a
class is the pulson (Cushman-Roisin 1987). It is char-
acterized by a paraboloidic shape and horizontal velocity
components that are linear functions of the horizontal
coordinates. This solution consists substantially of a pul-
sation of the eddy in which contractions and deepenings,
expansions and shoalings, alternate during an exact in-
ertial period.
Analytical solutions of nonlinear equations describing
aspects of the dynamics of geophysical fluids are quite
rare and, apart from their intrinsic value and fascination,
they offer an ideal possibility to test quantitatively and
systematically the accuracy of numerical models (Cush-
man-Roisin 1987; Sun et al. 1993). Such an opportunity
is very valuable, especially in the case of numerical sim-
ulations of frontal, warm-core eddies, where one is faced
with the treatment of a surface front. Its numerical de-
scription is, in fact, nontrivial as it requires the imple-
mentation of special algorithms allowing for the free hor-
izontal eddy expansion and contraction. A continuously
stratified model could be thus thought of as the most
suitable tool for describing realistically the dynamics of
localized water masses having an outcropping interface
as well as their long-term behavior including their fric-
tional and nonfrictional decay. However, an accurate de-
scription of the temporal and spatial evolution of a sur-
face front requires an often unsustainably high compu-
tational effort as it requires a high horizontal and vertical
resolution over large areas of the integration domain
(Esenkov and Cushman-Roisin 1999). For this reason
more efficient simulation methods have been proposed
that are derived, substantially, from two different ap-
proaches to the problem of describing horizontal discon-
tinuities in the water density. Pavia and Cushman-Roisin
(1988, 1990) adapted the particle-in-cell method to
oceanography: The frontal line can be traced here as the
envelope of the particles contained in the surface layer.
Using this method, Pavia and Cushman-Roisin were able
to simulate, in a reduced-gravity context, the dynamics
of a stationary anticyclonic circular frontal vortex and of
an unstable elliptical frontal vortex, as well as the merg-
ing of anticyclonic frontal vortices; Pavia and Lopez
(1994) studied the form variations in the evolution of
elongated warm-core eddies in a reduced-gravity context
using a least squares fitting procedure, while Esenkov
and Cushman-Roisin (1999) extended these simulations
to a two-active-layer system. However, no attempt was
made, using this numerical technique, to quantify the
eddy decay due to numerical energy dissipation as well
as due to energy dissipation caused by frictional effects,
nor was a test elucidating the capability of such a model
of reproducing existing nonstationary analytical solutions
that describe frontal vortices performed.
The second approach consists in the development of
layered models equipped with numerical techniques for
the treatment of movable lateral boundaries. Using
these simulation techniques several oceanographic in-
vestigations were performed: Garvine (1982, 1984,
1987, 1996) developed different steady-state layered
models for the simulation of frontal, buoyant plume
dynamics in the frame of the reduced-gravity and of
the two-active-layer approximation, while O’Donnell
and Garvine (1983) and O’Donnell (1988, 1990) de-
veloped time-dependent models for the investigation
of nonstationary aspects of similar frontal phenomena.
Sun et al. (1993) reproduced qualitatively known
steady-state analytical solutions describing wind- and
buoyancy-forced flows characterized by the surfacing
of a lower layer in a two- and three-layer ocean; Ju-
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ngclaus and Backhaus (1994) studied the intrusion of
a bottom-arrested current in a quiescent deep ocean;
Brandt et al. (1997) investigated the two-layer hy-
draulics of a narrow channel where the lower layer
may intercept the bottom topography and compared
numerical results with results obtained experimentally;
Rubino et al. (1998b) studied the dynamics of under-
water mudslides and the runup on a coast of the long
surface waves that they generate. The results of these
investigations encourage us to use a frontal, layered
model for the description of the dynamics of surface
frontal vortices, in particular of their frictional decay.
A deep comprehension of the mechanisms responsible
for the vortex decay (and even of the origin of the
discrepancies often encountered between model results
and observations) could, in fact, contribute to elucidate
the role played by different physical processes in the
observed long-term evolution of these coherent struc-
tures. To achieve this goal, a quantification of the mod-
el capability to reproduce the nonstationary dynamics
of stable inviscid surface frontal vortices is essential.
We thus compare, for the first time, numerical and an-
alytical nonstationary solutions of the nonlinear, re-
duced-gravity, shallow-water equations for a horizon-
tally homogeneous, inviscid, immiscible fluid describ-
ing stable frontal warm-core eddies quantitatively
(note that such a comparison, on which the credibility
of the results provided by a numerical model for the
description of frontal vortices crucially depends, has
never been performed before, even qualitatively). As
a result, a quantification of the numerical dissipation
affecting the simulated solutions is obtained. On this
basis, the eddy decay due to three different mecha-
nisms, namely interfacial friction, horizontal momen-
tum diffusion, as well as ambient-water entrainment,
is investigated. Finally, a critical discussion about the
appropriateness of the different approximations as-
sumed in our investigation is presented. In particular,
the appropriateness of the reduced-gravity assumption
for the description of warm-core eddies is tested by
estimating qualitatively the differences between the
evolution of a warm-core eddy in a two-active-layer
ocean of different depths.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the
numerical model is presented and aspects of the nu-
merical techniques implemented are discussed. In sec-
tion 3 numerical simulations for the case of a horizon-
tally homogeneous, inviscid, immiscible fluid are car-
ried out, their results are compared with the analytical
nonstationary (pulson) solution, and the numerical dis-
sipation affecting the simulated solutions is quantified.
The influence of interfacial friction, horizontal momen-
tum diffusion, as well as ambient water entrainment on
eddy decay is investigated in section 4. In section 5 the
appropriateness of the reduced-gravity assumption is
discussed. Finally, in section 6 the results of the inves-
tigations are discussed critically and conclusions are
presented.
2. The numerical model
a. Model equations in the frame of the reduced-
gravity approximation
The equations that constitute our model in the frame
of the reduced-gravity approximation are the nonlinear,
hydrostatic, shallow-water equations for a horizontally
inhomogeneous, viscous fluid on an f plane. They in-
clude terms describing horizontal momentum diffusion
as well as vertical shear stress and ambient-water en-
trainment at the interface between the active surface
layer and the quiescent environment. In the following
we denote the surface layer thickness by h and the ver-
tically averaged velocity and transport vectors within
this layer by u and U 5 uh. Then, the momentum equa-
tion, the continuity equation, and the evolution equation
for the water density read:
]U
1 = · (u 3 U) 1 F · Uhh]t
2gh t i 25 2g9h= h 2 = r 2 1 A ¹ U 2 vu, (1)h h h h2r r
]h
1 = · U 5 v, and (2)h]t
]r r 2 ra1 u · = r 1 v 5 0. (3)h]t h
Here =h denotes the horizontal Nabla operator, · the sca-
lar product, and 3 the tensor product. The two-dimen-
sional Coriolis matrix Fh is defined as
0 2 f
F 5 , (4)h 1 2f 0
where f is the Coriolis parameter. The water densities
in the surface layer and in the ambient ocean are r and
ra respectively, 5 (r 1 ra)/2 is the mean water den-r
sity, g9 5 g(ra 2 r)/ is the reduced gravity, where gr
denotes the acceleration of gravity, and Ah the horizontal
eddy diffusion coefficient. In our investigation the ver-
tical shear stress at the interface t i will be assumed to
depend on the horizontal current velocity within the
surface layer linearly:
t i 5 c U, (5)dilr
or quadratically:
t i 5 c u|u|. (6)dilr
In the previous formulas cdil and cdiq denote the drag
coefficients at the interface. The entrainment velocity v
will be assumed to be proportional to the horizontal
current velocity within the surface layer (Csanady
1979):
v 5 l | u | , (7)
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where l denotes the nondimensional entrainment co-
efficient. Note that this parameterization allows only for
one-way entrainment, which transfers water from the
quiescient ambient fluid into the active layer. In the
following the ambient water density ra as well as the
coefficients Ah, cdil, cdiq, and l will be assumed to be
constant in our model.
b. Aspects of the used numerical techniques
Equations (1)–(3) are discretized on a staggered Ar-
akawa C grid. The numerical scheme adopted for their
integration uses forward differences in time and central
differences in space. The advective terms are solved
by means of a directional upstream algorithm (Ju-
ngclaus and Backhaus 1994; Rubino et al. 1998b).
Consider the discrete expression of the temporal de-
rivative:
n11 n]U U 2 U
5 , (8)
]t Dt
where Un11 represents the transport at the time tn11 5
(n 1 1)Dt, Un the transport at tn 5 nDt, and Dt the
temporal increment. The momentum equation can be
discretized as follows:
2gh t in11 n n n 2 n nö ö ö öU 5 M U 2 M = · (u 3 U ) 2 g9h= h 1 = r 1 Dt 2 1 A ¹ U 2 vu , (9)1 2 h h h h h1 2 1 22r r
with
cos( fDt) sin( fDt) 1 sin( fDt) 1 2 cos( fDt)
M 5 and M 5 . (10)1 2[ ] [ ]2sin( fDt) cos( fDt) f 2(1 2 cos( fDt)) sin( fDt)
Note that in (9) h is the discrete form of the horizontalö=
Nabla operator. Solving (9) has the advantage that, in
the inviscid case, analytical stationary currents can be
reproduced very accurately (Backhaus 1985; Burchard
1995; Hessner 1998). This is a very valuable property
of our numerical scheme, as it reduces strongly the en-
ergy decay induced by numerical inaccuracies in flow
regimes dominated by a balance between Coriolis force,
pressure gradient, and advection.
The model is a frontal model. In fact, in this model
a special technique for the numerical treatment of mov-
able lateral boundaries allows for the description of the
temporal and spatial evolution of a localized layer with
an outcropping interface on the top of a dynamically
passive environment. It is possible to treat the domain
of integration as composed of one active and one passive
layer for those points where the water column is ver-
tically stratified (i.e., where the vortex exists) and of
only one passive layer and a thin membrane (its thick-
ness, «, is typically a few centimeters), dynamically
inactive, elsewhere. Referring to Fig. 1, which shows a
section through the discrete integration domain, the
technique for determining the variable position of the
lateral boundaries (i.e., for tracing the vortex rim) can
be elucidated as follows.
As known, in the Arakawa C grid a ‘‘transport’’ point
(i.e., a point where transport values are calculated) lies
between two ‘‘thickness’’ points (i.e., points where layer
thicknesses are calculated). At every time step, a pro-
visional transport value is calculated only in those trans-
port points for which at least the value of one of the
two thicknesses in the neighboring thickness points is
larger than the critical value « (obviously, the transport
values in the remaining transport points are and remain
zero). By solving the continuity equation (2), provi-
sional values for the layer thicknesses are obtained. Due
to unavoidable numerical inaccuracies, some of these
values referring to thickness points located near the vor-
tex rim will be negative. This ‘‘virtual water’’ (Backhaus
1976) can be eliminated by introducing a corrective al-
gorithm that, acting on the transport points neighboring
a negative thickness point and eventually iteratively on
the transport points in the whole integration domain,
reduces negative thicknesses to zero. The corrected
transport and thickness values are used to calculate the
solution at the next time step. Similar techniques for the
treatment of movable lateral boundaries at the sea bot-
tom were implemented, for example, by Jungclaus and
Backhaus (1994) and Rubino et al. (1998b).
3. Comparison between numerical and analytical
solutions describing nonstationary, frontal,
warm-core eddies
In order to test the capability of our numerical model
of simulating the dynamics of stable frontal warm-core
eddies, we carried out, for the first time, numerical sim-
ulations aimed at reproducing the spatial and temporal
evolution of a pulson, which represents an analytical,
nonstationary solution of the nonlinear, reduced-gravity,
shallow-water equations for a homogeneous, inviscid,
immiscible fluid on an f plane (Cushman-Roisin 1987).
As we noted in our introduction, this step seems to be
a necessary one, as far as the numerical simulation of
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different phenomena related to the dynamics of frontal
surface vortices is concerned. In fact, the credibility and
utility of numerical primitive equation layered models
in the description of frontal phenomena in general, and
of frontal surface vortices in particular, depends signif-
icantly on their ability in reproducing isopycnic layer
outcropping at the sea surface. In this frame, the repro-
duction of analytical, nonstationary solutions of the non-
linear shallow-water equation represents an unique op-
portunity (Sun et al. 1993). The pulson is a class of
nonlinear, oscillating, frontal anticyclonic surface eddies
whose thickness h has the form of a circular paraboloid
and whose horizontal velocity components u and y are
linear functions of the horizontal coordinates x and y:
H02 2 2h 5 aH 2a (x 1 y ), (11)0 2R0
1 f 8g9H02h 5 ab fx 1 1 2 a 1 2 g 2 y, (12)
2 21 2!2 2 f R0
f 8g9H 102y 5 2 1 2 a 1 2 g 2 x 1 ab fy, (13)
2 21 2!2 f R 20
where
1
a 5 and b 5 g cos( ft 1 w). (14)
1 1 g sin( ft 1 w)
Here H0 represents the mean thickness of the pulson at
its center (which, in our notation, coincides with the
origin of the coordinate system), R0 its mean radius at
the sea surface, and g and w the strength and phase of
the oscillations that characterize the pulson evolution.
The central experiment of our model test (to this ex-
periment we will often refer in the following) was per-
formed for a pulson characterized by H0 5 400 m, R0
5 120 km, g 5 0.1, f 5 7 3 1025 s21, g9 5 9.81 3
1023 m s22, Ah 5 0, cdil 5 0, cdiq 5 0, l 5 0, and w
5 2p/2 for t 5 0. The horizontal grid steps Dx and
Dy and the time step Dt were chosen to be 1200 m and
360 s. The numerical simulation was carried out over
15 inertial periods T 5 2p/ f as, for a pulson charac-
terized by the above mentioned parameters, this time is
of the same order as the time needed for nonstationary
frontal processes to develop in the frame of the frontal
geostrophic dynamics (Cushman-Roisin 1986; Pavia
and Cushman-Roisin 1988).
Figure 2 shows the normalized thickness (i.e., the
thickness divided by H0) as well as the normalized hor-
izontal velocity field (i.e., the velocity divided by f R0)
as a function of the normalized coordinates (i.e., x/R0
and y/R0) of the simulated pulson for four selected times
within an inertial period. In this figure the upper panels
give the vertical sections of the simulated pulson thick-
ness through its center as well as the corresponding an-
alytical vertical sections for the time t 5 0 (time of max-
imum pulson center depth) and for the time t 5 (1/2)T
(time of minimum pulson center depth). In the lower
panels of Fig. 2 the horizontal velocity field as well as
selected isolines of the simulated pulson thickness are
presented. Figure 2a shows the initial conditions for the
simulated pulson [Eqs. (11)–(13) with the aforemen-
tioned pulson parameters]. For t 5 0 the pulson has
reached its maximum center depth, while the corre-
sponding horizontal velocity field is solenoidal and, in
each point, the absolute value of the horizontal velocity
vector is minimum. At t 5 (1/4)T, the simulated pulson
is shoaling and expanding, while the corresponding hor-
izontal velocity field is now divergent. At t 5 (1/2)T
the pulson has reached its minimum center depth and
its maximum radius, while the corresponding horizontal
velocity field is again solenoidal and, in each point, the
absolute value of the horizontal velocity vector is max-
imum. A comparison between analytical and numerical
pulson thicknesses (Fig. 2c, upper panel) reveals that
only marginal deviations near the pulson rim exist. At
t 5 (3/4)T, the simulated pulson is deepening and con-
tracting, while the corresponding horizontal velocity
field is now convergent.
In order to illustrate the long-term evolution of the
simulated pulson we compared the temporal evolution
of the analytical pulson radius R at the sea surface:
R0R 5 , (15)
Ïa
of the analytical pulson center depth H:
H 5 aH ,0 (16)
of the analytical potential energy density Ep:
1
E 5 g9aH . (17)p 03
of the analytical kinetic energy density Ek:
1 8g9H 4g9H0 02 2 2E 5 R f 1 2 1 2 g 2 2 a ,k 0 2 2 2 21 2!12 f R f R0 0
(18)
and of the analytical total energy density E 5 Ep 1 Ek:
1 8g9H02 2 2E 5 R f 1 2 1 2 g 2 (19)0 2 21 2!12 f R0
with the temporal evolution of the corresponding quan-
tities as obtained by using our numerical model. Figure
3 shows the temporal evolution of the normalized pulson
thickness at its center (Fig. 3a), of the normalized pulson
radius at the sea surface (Fig. 3b), and of the normalized
pulson potential, kinetic, and total energy densities (Fig.
3c) as calculated analytically and as calculated by using
our numerical model. The simulation results show that
our numerical model is able to simulate with a very
good accuracy the main characteristics of the pulson
evolution. From the time series of pulson radius, center
depth, as well as potential and kinetic energy density,
the presence of inertial oscillations is evident. In par-
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FIG. 2. Normalized thickness (upper panels) and normalized horizontal velocity field (lower panels) of the simulated
pulson for four selected times within an inertial period T. In the upper panels the normalized thicknesses of the analytical
pulson for the time t 5 0 (dotted gray lines) and for the time t 5 (1/2)T (dashed gray lines) are also shown. In the
lower panels selected isolines of the simulated pulson thickness are also presented.
ticular, potential and kinetic energy density pulsate with
the same amplitude and are exactly in phase opposition.
Also a predicted asymmetry of the analytical pulson
solution is captured by our numerical model: The period
spent by the pulson in its shallow–wide state is larger
than the period spent by the pulson in its deep–narrow
state.
A comparison between the spectral analyses of the
time series of the pulson center depth as obtained an-
alytically and as calculated by using our numerical mod-
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FIG. 3. Time series of the normalized pulson thickness at its center
(a) of the normalized pulson radius at the sea surface (b), and of the
normalized pulson potential, kinetic, and total energy densities Ep,
Ek, and E (c) for the central experiment (see text). Solid lines denote
the results of our numerical simulation, dotted lines are obtained
analytically. Note that E0 represents the pulson total energy density.
FIG. 4. Spectra of the discrete time series of the pulson center depth
as obtained analytically (dotted line) and as calculated by using our
numerical model in the central experiment (solid line).
FIG. 5. Normalized energy dissipation rate and normalized e-fold-
ing time of different simulated pulsons as a function of the pulson
mean radius Rn relative to the pulson mean radius R0 of our central
experiment (see text) and as a function of the pulson oscillation
strength g .
el is presented in Fig. 4. Our model reproduces quite
well frequency and amplitude of the fundamental as well
as of the second harmonic characterizing the analytical
pulson oscillation and it also captures the peak corre-
sponding to the third one.
A deviation between analytical and numerical solu-
tion can be noted in each of the curves presented in Fig.
3. However, after 15 inertial periods more than 92% of
the initial total energy density is conserved by our nu-
merical model. Assuming an exponential decay of the
total energy density associated with the simulated pul-
son, we may derive an e-folding time, Tˆ , for the total
energy density of the simulated pulson. For the present
simulation it results Tˆ ù 192 d, that is, after 192 days
the pulson is still a very robust feature, its energy being
1/e of its initial value. This implies that the lifetime of
our numerical pulson is larger than the lifetime of most
of the surface frontal eddies observed in the World
Ocean (Csanady 1979; Olson 1991).
In Fig. 5 the normalized energy dissipation rate as
well as the normalized e-folding time of different sim-
ulated pulsons as a function of the pulson mean radius
Rn relative to R0 and as a function of the pulson oscil-
lation strength is presented. The remaining model pa-
rameters are the same used for the central experiment
discussed above. The lifetime of the simulated pulsons
increases with pulson mean radius. In general, larger
oscillations yield shorter lifetimes. However, this de-
pendence decreases with decreasing pulson mean radius.
Note that the finite values of the lifetimes of the sim-
ulated pulsons presented above result uniquely from the
numerical dissipation inherent in the discrete nature of
our numerical model. These values are large enough to
permit a quantitative discussion on the role played by
different physical mechanisms in the decay of simulated
pulsons.
4. Frictional decay of frontal, warm-core eddies
The decay of frontal warm-core eddies can derive
from different phenomena related to their interactions
with the atmosphere (heat exchange, wind stress input)
with the interior ocean (friction, diabatic processes,
wave emission) and with topographic features (impact
with coasts or bottom topography). But, it can also be
a consequence of instability processes leading to the
vortex disintegration (Stegner and Dritschel 2000).
In order to elucidate aspects of the frictional decay
of stable frontal warm-core eddies, we discuss, in the
present section, how three different mechanisms affect
their temporal and spatial evolution. The three mecha-
nisms considered in our investigation are interfacial (lin-
ear as well as quadratic) friction, harmonic horizontal
momentum diffusion, as well as linear ambient-water
entrainment. The parameterizations used for describing
these mechanisms (see section 2) are among the most
common ones applied in ocean modeling. A critical dis-
cussion about the appropriateness of these parameteri-
zations will be presented in the final section. The initial
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FIG. 6. Time series of the normalized pulson thickness at its center
(a), of the normalized pulson radius at the sea surface (b), and of the
normalized pulson potential, kinetic, and total energy densities Ep,
Ek, and E (c) for the experiment including linear interfacial friction.
FIG. 7. Dissipation rate and e-folding time for energy decay due
to linear interfacial friction as a function of the drag coefficient. The
black diamond gives the value obtained using cdil 5 3.2 3 1028 s21,
which corresponds to the value used by Matsuura (1980).
conditions imposed in the following simulations are the
same chosen for the central experiment discussed in the
previous section.
a. Interfacial friction
1) LINEAR PARAMETERIZATION
Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of the nor-
malized vortex thickness at its center (Fig. 6a), of the
normalized vortex radius at the sea surface (Fig. 6b),
and of the normalized vortex potential, kinetic, and total
energy densities (Fig. 6c) as calculated by using our
numerical model for a vortex evolving under the influ-
ence of an interfacial friction obeying a linear drag law
[see Eq. (5)]. The aperiodicity induced in the vortex
evolution by the use of a value of the drag coefficient
(cdil 5 4 3 1026 s21), which belongs to the range of
values commonly used in ocean modeling of the near-
surface layer (Neumann and Pierson 1966), is remark-
able. In particular the inertial pulsations are substantially
attenuated. The vortex flattens and shoals as the system
energy rapidly dissipates. Note, however, that this dis-
sipation drops off rapidly once the motion slows. The
e-folding time for energy dissipation is in this experi-
ment Tˆ ù 22 d, which corresponds approximately to a
nine-time-faster decay compared to the decay obtained
in the central experiment. In Fig. 7 the e-folding time
for energy decay caused by linear interfacial friction is
illustrated for 12 different experiments carried out by
varying the value of the drag coefficient. For realistic
values of the linear friction coefficient we obtain e-fold-
ing times in agreement with the result obtained by Csan-
ady (1979) (who, however, used a quadratic parame-
terization, see next point), although the vortex pulsation
was neglected in his investigation. We carried out also
a simulation using for the linear friction coefficient the
very small value (cdil 5 3.2 3 1028 s21) used by Mat-
suura (1980) for the simulation of the decay of strong
cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices. The energy dissi-
pation obtained in this case is virtually identical to that
obtained in the inviscid case.
2) QUADRATIC PARAMETERIZATION
Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution of the nor-
malized vortex thickness at its center (Fig. 8a), of the
normalized vortex radius at the sea surface (Fig. 8b),
and of the normalized vortex potential, kinetic, and total
energy densities (Fig. 8c) as calculated by using our
numerical model for a vortex evolving under the influ-
ence of an interfacial friction obeying a quadratic drag
law [see Eq. (6)]. Like in the previous case, the ape-
riodicity induced in the vortex evolution by the use of
a value of the drag coefficient (cdiq 5 3 3 1024) be-
longing to the range of values commonly used in ocean
modeling for sharp and stable interfaces (Csanady 1978,
1979) is remarkable. The inertial pulsations are very
strongly attenuated, their presence being hardly recog-
nizable after 5 inertial periods. Also in this case, the
energy dissipation drops off rapidly once the motion
slows. Like in the previous case, the e-folding time for
energy dissipation is in this experiment Tˆ ù 22 d. In
Fig. 9 the e-folding time for energy decay due to qua-
dratic interfacial friction is illustrated for 11 different
experiments carried out by varying the value of the drag
coefficient. Also in this case, for realistic values of the
drag coefficients we obtain e-folding times in agreement
with the result obtained by Csanady (1979). A com-
parison between the results obtained using linear and
quadratic interfacial friction that yield approximately
the same e-folding time (cf. Figs. 7a and 8a and Figs.
7b and 8b) shows that quadratic friction induces a small-
er decrease in the vortex thickness at its center and a
larger increase in the vortex radius than linear friction.
This is due to the fact that linear friction is more efficient
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FIG. 8. Time series of the normalized pulson thickness at its center
(a), of the normalized pulson radius at the sea surface (b), and of the
normalized pulson potential, kinetic, and total energy densities Ep,
Ek, and E (c) for the experiment including quadratic interfacial fric-
tion.
FIG. 9. Dissipation rate and e-folding time for energy decay due to
quadratic interfacial friction as a function of the drag coefficient.
FIG. 10. Time series of the normalized pulson thickness at its center
(a), of the normalized pulson radius at the sea surface (b), and (c)
of the normalized pulson potential, kinetic, and total energy densities
Ep, Ek, and E (c) for the experiment including harmonic horizontal
momentum diffusion. Solid lines denote the results of our numerical
simulation, dotted lines are obtained analytically (pulson solution).
than quadratic friction near the vortex axis, while the
opposite is true near the vortex periphery. Moreover it
appears that quadratic friction is more efficient than lin-
ear friction in damping the vortex pulsation. However,
for realistic values of the drag coefficients, both param-
eterizations induce a strong energy decay.
b. Horizontal momentum diffusion
Figure 10 shows the temporal evolution of the nor-
malized vortex thickness at its center (Fig. 10a), of the
normalized vortex radius at the sea surface (Fig. 10b),
and of the normalized vortex potential, kinetic, and total
energy densities (Fig. 10c) as calculated by using our
numerical model for a vortex evolving under the influ-
ence of a horizontal momentum diffusion obeying a
harmonic law [see Eq. (1)]. For a vortex following ex-
actly the pulson dynamics such kind of dissipation
mechanism would be ineffective, as the pulson velocity
components are linear functions of the horizontal co-
ordinates. The aperiodicity induced in the vortex dy-
namics by including harmonic horizontal momentum
diffusion in the physics governing the vortex evolution
can thus be considered as a measure of the distance
between analytical and numerical solution. By using a
value for the horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient (Ah
5 10 m2 s21), which seems to be a reasonable value,
given the used spatial resolution, only slight differences
between the time series shown in Fig. 10 and the cor-
responding time series obtained in the central experi-
ment (see Fig. 3) can be observed. The e-folding time
for energy dissipation is in this experiment Tˆ ù 144 d,
which is not much smaller than the corresponding e-
folding time obtained in the central experiment. In Fig.
11 the e-folding time of the energy decay for 11 different
experiments carried out by varying the value of the
horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient is illustrated. From
this figure it can be noted that the vortex decay is not
particularly sensitive to variations in the horizontal eddy
diffusion coefficient.
c. ‘‘Ambient-water’’ entrainment
Figure 12 shows the temporal evolution of the nor-
malized vortex thickness at its center (Fig. 12a), of the
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FIG. 11. Dissipation rate and e-folding time for energy decay due
to harmonichorizontal momentum diffusion as a function of the hor-
izontal eddy diffusion coefficient.
FIG. 12. Time series of the normalized pulson thickness at its center
(a), of the normalized pulson radius at the sea surface (b), and of the
normalized pulson potential, kinetic, and total energy densities Ep,
Ek, and E (c) for the experiment including linear ambient-water en-
trainment. Solid lines denote the results of our numerical simulation,
dotted lines are obtained analytically (pulson solution).
FIG. 13. Dissipation rate and e-folding time for energy decay due
to linear ambient-water entrainment as a function of the entrainment
coefficient.
normalized vortex radius at the sea surface (Fig. 12b),
and of the normalized vortex potential, kinetic, and total
energy densities (Fig. 12c) as calculated by using our
numerical model for a vortex that, during its evolution,
entrains ambient water at its interface to the quiescent
ocean through a vertical velocity depending linearly on
the absolute value of the local horizontal velocity vector
[see Eq. (7)] (Csanady 1979). The effect of ambient-
water entrainment on the vortex dynamics is subtle, as
it possesses a frictional component [see Eq. (1)] and a
nonfrictional component. It increases the vortex volume
[see Eq. (2)] and causes a decrease in the density con-
trast between surface layer and ambient ocean as well
as horizontal inhomogeneities in the vortex density field
[see Eq. (3)], thus contributing to the pressure distri-
bution within the vortex [see Eq. (1)]. Csanady (1979),
using an analytical reduced-gravity model, assessed the
dissipation of the vortex available potential energy due
to an entrainment parameterization similar to that used
in our investigation but resulting in a mere mass transfer
across the pycnocline that separates the active surface
layer from the quiescent ocean. He found that, for large
density gradients like those observed at the boundaries
between warm core rings and ambient water, the vortex
decay due to its volume gain induced by ambient-water
entrainment is negligible compared to the vortex decay
due to the energy dissipation induced by interfacial fric-
tion. These results are confirmed by our calculations.
By using a value for the entrainment coefficient l 5 3
3 1027, which belongs to the range of values commonly
used in ocean modeling (Csanady 1979), no major dif-
ferences between the time series shown in Fig. 12 and
the corresponding time series obtained in the central
experiment (see Fig. 3) can be observed. The e-folding
time for energy dissipation is in this experiment Tˆ ù
181 d, which is only slightly smaller than the corre-
sponding e-folding time obtained in the central exper-
iment. In Fig. 13 the e-folding time of the energy decay
for 11 different experiments carried out by varying the
value of the entrainment coefficient is illustrated. From
this figure it can be noted that the vortex decay is not
significantly affected by variations in the entrainment
coefficient.
5. On the appropriateness of the reduced-gravity
assumption in the simulation of warm-core
eddies
The appropriateness of the reduced-gravity assump-
tion in the simulation of warm-core eddies will be dis-
cussed here, for the specific case object of our inves-
tigation, using results of an inviscid, immiscible two-
active-layer extension of our reduced-gravity model pre-
sented in section 2. The equations, which constitute the
two-layer model, are thusfor the upper layer:
]U1 1 = · (u 3 U ) 1 F · U 5 2gh = h , (20)hh 1 1 1 1 h 1]t
]h1 1 = · U 1 = · U 5 0, (21)h 1 h 2]t
and for the lower layer:
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]U2 1 = · (u 3 U ) 1 F · U 5 2gh = hhh 2 2 2 2 h 1]t
2 g9h = h , (22)2 h 2
]h2 1 = · U 5 0. (23)h 2]t
Here U i, ui, and hi denote the vertically averaged trans-
port and velocity vectors, and the layer thicknesses of
the upper (i 5 1) and lower layer (i 5 2) respectively,
while h1 represents the surface displacement, and h2 the
interface displacement.
Figure 14 shows the normalized horizontal velocity
field (i.e., the velocity divided by f R0) as a function of
the normalized coordinates (i.e., x/R0 and y/R0) of three
frontal eddies for four selected times (t 5 6T, t 5 9T,
t 5 12T, t 5 15T) defined, for t 5 0, by the same
parameters characterizing the pulson simulated in the
central experiment (see section 3). Here, however, the
eddies evolve in a two-active-layer system having dif-
ferent water depths. The parameter d expresses the ratio
between the maximum eddy thickness and the water
depth. Our simulations show that only for unrealistically
large water depths the effect of an active ambient layer
on the eddy dynamics is virtually absent (Fig. 14; d 5
1/100). By decreasing water depths, the influence of the
lower-layer dynamics becomes increasingly important.
However, for values of d typical of observed Gulf
Stream rings (i.e., 1/20 , d , 1/6) the reduced-gravity
model describes warm-core eddies acceptably. By in-
creasing d, the tendency for the simulated eddies to
develop instabilities (Fig. 14; d 5 1/3 and d 5 2/3)
rapidly increases. By d 5 2/3 the eddy coherence is
destroyed shortly after t 5 15T. These results are con-
sistent with the results obtained by Cushman-Roisin et
al. (1992), who investigated analytically the appropri-
ateness of the reduced-gravity model for oceanic vor-
tices on the f plane as well as on the b plane in the
frame of frontal geostrophy.
6. Discussion and conclusions
In this study we investigated aspects of the decay of
stable frontal warm-core eddies by using a new nu-
merical layered frontal model capable of describing flow
features characterized by the presence of a frontal line
at the sea surface. The model was tested by comparing,
for the first time, numerical and analytical solutions de-
scribing the temporal and spatial evolution of frontal,
nonstationary warm-core eddies with paraboloidic
shape and linear velocity field, the so-called pulsons.
This step is necessary, as far as the numerical simulation
of different phenomena related to the dynamics of fron-
tal surface vortices is concerned. In fact, the credibility
and utility of numerical primitive equation layered mod-
els in the description of frontal phenomena in general,
and of frontal surface vortices in particular, depend sig-
nificantly on their ability in reproducing isopycnic layer
outcropping at the sea surface (Sun et al. 1993). But,
surprisingly enough, such a comparison has never been
performed before, in a nonstationary context, even in a
qualitative way. Once the energy decay deriving from
the numerical inaccuracies inherent in the techniques
used for the solution of the discretized equations has
been quantified and, as in our case, has been found to
be small (once, i.e., it results that the lifetimes of sim-
ulated frontal eddies are larger than the lifetimes of most
of the observed ones), the eddy decay induced by dif-
ferent dissipative processes can be investigated. We thus
analyzed the effect of harmonic eddy diffusion, linear
water entrainment, as well as linear and quadratic in-
terfacial friction in inducing the eddy decay. Obviously,
these parameterizations, which belong to the most com-
monly used ones in the simulation of oceanic processes
carried out with layered models, are only crude repre-
sentations of the real processes affecting the oceanic
mesoscale flow field. Nevertheless they can help un-
derstanding the role played by different physical pro-
cesses in the observed long-term evolution of oceanic
flow features like warm-core eddies. The inclusion of
harmonic eddy viscosity in our model can be used to
assess the distance between analytical and numerical
solutions, but it also serves as a parameterization of
subgrid processes occurring in the vortex interior. Ob-
viously, it is not intended to provide a realistic descrip-
tion of the complex processes occurring at the eddy
surface front, nor it seems to us that it is possible to
achieve such a description in the frame of a simple
model like the one used in the present investigation. In
fact, in order to achieve this goal, the three-dimensional
flow structure at the eddy surface front should be ac-
curately resolved. But, as stressed in our introduction,
this task would require an unsustainably high compu-
tational effort. Simplified layer models sacrifice a de-
tailed description of small-scale processes for the sake
of a description of fundamental characteristics of larger-
scale processes (Cushman-Roisin 1987; Rogers 1989;
Rubino et al. 1998a; Esenkov and Cushman-Roisin
1999). Moreover, according to previous work on frontal
vortex dynamics (Csanady 1979), we included in our
numerical model other parameterizations aimed at de-
scribing the interactions between frontal vortex and am-
bient ocean.
The role of water entrainment, independent of the
specific parameterization used to take this process into
account in layer models, is subtle. It in fact acts as an
interfacial friction, but it also modifies the eddy dynamic
equilibrium by changing the density difference between
eddy and ambient layer. Our results indicate that it rep-
resents a minor term in the decay of the eddy energy.
This result is in good agreement with the result obtained
by Csanady (1979), who, however, considered this term
as causing a mere mass transfer across the pycnocline
separating a quiescent ocean from a frontal surface eddy
in which the pulsating dynamics was neglected.
Also in good agreement with the results of Csanady
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FIG. 14. Normalized horizontal velocity fields of three frontal eddies for four selected times (t 5 6T, t 5 9T, t 5 12T, and t 5 15T ) as
simulated with the two-active-layer model. The parameter d expresses the ratio between the maximum eddy thickness and the total water
depth. For t 5 0 the eddies are defined by the same parameters characterizing the pulson simulated in the central experiment (see section
3). Note that also selected isolines of the simulated eddy thicknesses are presented.
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(the frames of whose work have been just indicated) is
the fact that interfacial friction, instead, represents a
much more effective mechanism for the eddy decay:
The lifetimes of simulated eddies decrease, in fact, sub-
stantially, even by the inclusion of interfacial friction
characterized by small drag coefficients. Choosing drag
coefficients in the range typically used in the modeling
of near-surface oceanic flows like warm core rings, re-
sults in lifetimes of the simulated features that are sub-
stantially shorter than those obtained in the inviscid
case. But, what is even more interesting, the eddy in-
ertial oscillations are in such a case substantially re-
duced. Thus, the results of our simulations suggest that
interfacial friction is mainly responsible for the atten-
uation of the pulsating vortex dynamics, a phenomenon
that, though foreseen analytically (Cushman-Roisin
1987; Rogers 1989; Rubino et al. 1998a) and observed
in laboratory experiments (Ungarish and Huppert 1998),
has never been observed in the real ocean. This, in turn,
suggests that in a deep, stratified ocean (on the f plane)
the vortex decay due to radiation of the internal waves
that would emerge from the vortex pulsation can be
efficient only episodically. It is, in fact, conceivable that
energy inputs to the eddy from the atmosphere or from
the ambient ocean (in the form of wind stress curl pro-
viding momentum to the near-surface ocean, heat fluxes
increasing the density contrast between surface layer
and deep ocean, or vortex–current interactions) can re-
juvenate the eddy pulsation dynamics from which in-
ternal, near inertial-wave radiation can occur.
The reduced-gravity assumption in the study of oce-
anic frontal vortices has a long tradition (Csanady 1979;
Killworth 1983; Cushman-Roisin 1987; Pavia and
Cushman-Roisin 1988; Pavia and Lopez 1994; Ochoa
et al. 1998; Rubino et al. 1998a). It is, however, instruc-
tive to test the appropriateness of this parameterization
in the specific context of surface frontal vortex dynamics
obeying the nonlinear shallow-water equations on an f
plane in deep waters. To achieve this goal we compared
the development of a surface frontal eddy evolving in
a two-active-layer ocean having different water depths.
Our results indicate that, although the effect of an active
ambient layer on the vortex dynamics is virtually absent
only for unrealistically large water depths, the differ-
ences between the results obtained using the reduced-
gravity model and the two-active-layer one become
small for values of the ratio between maximum vortex
thickness and total water depth typical for Gulf Stream
rings. In this case, the simulated eddy lifetimes agree
with observed ones that indicate that instabilities de-
velop slowly. This behavior is consistent with the vortex
evolution foreseen by an analytical theory developed by
Cushman-Roisin et al. (1992) in the frame of frontal
geostrophy.
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